NAS Status Information Subgroup Memo

Subject:	NOTAM D

To:		Members of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:		Rich Falcone

Date:		May 28, 1997

1. Name of Data Item

	Distant Notice to Airmen (NOTAM D)

2. Description of Data Item

	Changes in the National Airspace System or at airports are publicized as NOTAMs when they are temporary or when time does not permit issuance of appropriate charts or publications.  NOTAM D information pertains to those changes associated with enroute navigational aids, civil public-use airports, facilities, services and procedures.  This information requires wide dissemination to airline operation’s offices, local aviation companies, and interested users.  

These NOTAMs will typically include information concerning airport operating hours and airspace restrictions, airport rescue and fire fighting capability, runway closures, lighting aids and airport and enroute navigational aids.

NOTAM D information is critical to flight safety and efficiency.  FAR 121 and FAA Handbook 8400.10 require that airline operation centers acquire these NOTAMs and disseminate their contents to dispatchers, pilots and other appropriate personnel.  It is further required that this information is taken into account during the preparation of the flight plan and legal dispatch release. 

3. Benefits

	The NOTAM D is currently available from the U.S. NOTAM System (USNS) and distributed via the Weather Message Switching Center replacement (WMSCR).  WMSCR is the same communication net that provides weather observations and forecasts from the National Weather Service.

Airline dispatchers, flight planners, pilots and air traffic managers would use this information in a strategic sense when planning flights and in a tactical sense when NOTAM information necessitates some revised course of action while a flight is enroute.


In the planning stages, the user will plan a flight based on applicable NOTAM information.  The dispatcher or pilot could plan for contingencies such as route restrictions due to navaid outages or takeoff and landing weight limitations due to closed or reduced length runways.  NOTAM information might have an impact on the fuel requirements and alternate selection, or an airport might even be closed at the planned arrival time due to construction activity.  Having timely and accurate information, the operator could plan accordingly and adapt to the current situation.  Without advance awareness, operators would be much more susceptible to delays or even unnecessary and costly flight interruptions.  




	During the enroute phase, timely receipt of NOTAMs could greatly affect the outcome of the flight.  Certain NOTAM information may only require a greater situational awareness but could necessitate a re-direction of flight (i.e. diversion).  The more timely this information is received, the more quickly operators and traffic managers can react and plan the most appropriate course of action.  The result will be greater operating efficiency, improved resource management and less passenger disruption.  Foremost is the obvious safety factor and, for this reason, FAR 121 requires that airline dispatchers monitor flight progress and advise pilots, while enroute, of any changing conditions that may adversely affect the safety of flight.

	Since D type NOTAMs are currently available from USNS/WMSCR and from private companies such as Jeppesen, providing them via AOCnet is not critical to airline operation control centers at this time.  However, due to periodic delay problems with existing WMSCR lines, it is anticipated that the AOCnet could provide a more reliable and timelier source.  In addition, since some types of NOTAMs (local and military) are not automatically distributed to the airline operations community, AOCnet could provide a single source for all NOTAM types.  
  
4. Source of the Data

	Presently, D type NOTAMs reside in the U.S. NOTAM System (USNS) host computer in Plano, Texas.  Airport operations personnel call the NOTAMs into the local Flight Service Station.  FSS specialists then format the NOTAMs according to stringent guidelines and transmit them to the USNS computer via service B network.	  

	The USNS computer monitors transmissions for the presence of proper coding, validity of the station identifier, format and effective times before assigning a number and updating the NOTAM master file.  The NOTAMs are also sent to the U.S. NOTAM Office (USNOF) at the Air Traffic Control System Command Center.  If rejected due to format error, USNOF revises and returns to the USNS computer.  The USNOF can also edit or correct any NOTAM.

 	The USNS relays the NOTAMs via NADIN to WMSCR and from there to user receiving locations.  Transmissions from WMSCR (same circuit used for transmitting weather observations and forecasts) can be via ARINC 2400-baud line or X.25.


Initially, NOTAM D information is provided by airports and/or air traffic control facilities so they could be considered the primary source; however, FSS personnel are responsible for proper content and format.  In that respect, potential AOCnet sources are FSS, USNS computer, WMSCR, or the USNOF.

5. Nature of the Data 

	NOTAM D data is stored in a master file in the USNS computer.  The file size is unknown at this time.  D type NOTAMs are compiled for any airport listed in the Airport Facilities Directory and for any enroute navaid.  These NOTAMs can be retrieved individually via NADIN request/reply. NOTAM D information is updated on an ad hoc basis as new information is passed from airport to FSS to USNS.  

Reliability of the data is dependent on the timeliness of information being relayed from an airport to the FSS and manual input by the FSS specialist.  From that point there should be no interruption in data flow unless communication circuits fail.  In the current environment, failures or delays have been known to occur in the transmission from WMSCR.  If the data is routed to the AOCnet, reliability should increase.  The AOCnet could also be a single source for all NOTAM types.  Accuracy of the NOTAM data should not be an issue.  FSS specialists already follow specific format guidelines, and in addition, the USNOF monitors content and accuracy.

6. What must be Done to Get this Data on AOCnet?

	Depending on the technical communication requirements, there appears to be multiple options to interface the AOCnet.  The only manual data entry requirements would be that required of the FSS specialist in properly formatting the NOTAMs.  

	This data should be available in digital form from either FSS or the USNS computer and relayed to ARNIC and AOCnet via ADTN2000 or NADIN.  
	   
	I would assume that any potential method will require FAA concurrence and coordination by the technical communications experts. 		

7. Other Issues : None

